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Conference 
 the publication of the first edition of 

SHAKUNTALAM and 

 being fulfilled and shine as 
kings and leaders in every field. We wish them prosperity 
and good luck.
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ISFO 2019-20 

English 
Total no. of students participated in English ISFO  27 

No. of students qualified for Second level  09 
Our heartiest congratulations to State Ranker Mannan Chhajad of Class: 3 

S. No Name Class Qualified For Level 2 
1 PUNYASHRAVAN 1 Yes 
2 IQRA HUSSAIN 2 Yes 
3 LATIKA BHATI 3 Yes 
4 MANAN CHHAJED 3 Yes 
5 ADVIKA SHREEVASTAVA 3 Yes 
6 AADI JAIN 4 Yes 
7 AKSHAT ANAND 4 Yes 
8 ABHINAV KAUSHIK 5 Yes 
9 MADHAV DUSAD 5 Yes 

Math 
Total no. of students participated in Math ISFO  50 

No. of students qualified for Second level  04 

S. No Name Class Qualified For Level 2 
1 SOBHAN NAYAR 1 Yes 
2 AARAV MALIK 2 Yes 
3 ANUSHKA SINGH 4 Yes 
4 MADHAV DUSAD 5 Yes 

GK 
Total no. of students participated in GK ISFO  18 

No. of students qualified for Second level  02 

S. No Name Class Qualified For Level 2 
1 AVIRAL MAITREY 4 Yes 
2 MADHAV DUSAD 5 Yes 

Science 
Total no. of students participated in Science ISFO  20 

No. of students qualified for Second level  02 

S. No Name Class Qualified For Level 2 
1 LATIKA BHATI 3 Yes 
2 MADHAV DUSAD 5 Yes 



INVESTITURE CEREMONY (2019 20)
14th October, 2019

Leadership is the capacity to translate vision into reality. 

The Investiture Ceremony of Schiller Sr. Sec. School for the academic session 2019-2020 was held with great 
pomp and dignity in a special ceremony on Monday, 14th October 2019 in the School Auditorium. It was 
conducted with the High Degree of earnestness and passion. 
The Investiture ceremony signifies the reliance and confidence that the school consigns in the newly invested
office bearers. Donning the mantle of accountability, they also pledge to bestow their duties to the best of their 
abilities. We believe that the child centric approach will frame a responsible citizen. 
The ceremony was held with lots of zeal and zest. A spirit of unity and dynamism filled the air as the Grand 
Ceremony commenced with the Lighting of the auspicious Lamp of Knowledge.  
The Associate Principal of the school Mr Sachin Kumar gave welcome speech in which he encouraged students 
to always walk on the correct path and be the change. 

Honourable Chairman of the school S 's
motto of Loyalty, Truth and Honour in high esteem. The Chairman of the school congratulated them and 
admonished them to be impartial and honest in discharging their duties. He also exhorted them to uphold the 
values. He reminded them that with position comes responsibility towards themselves, their school and peers 
and struggles help one to achieve heights, should also come.
The honourable Director of the school Ms. Preeti Gupta also appreciated and congratulated them. She motivated 
the children to keep moving forward despite all the obstacles and challenges that life throws in front of us. She 
said that being a leader is a vital role and that the new Student Council would have ample responsibilities to 
shoulder. With the flags held high and heads standing tall, the ceremony concluded with the National Anthem. 

Mohd. Ali
Head Boy
XII-SCI

Juhi Verma
Head Girl
XII-SCI



SENIOR HOUSE CAPTAIN 

JUNIOR HOUSE CAPTAIN 

SENIOR HOUSE VICE CAPTAIN 

 
 

JUNIOR HOUSE VICE CAPTAIN 

Payal Shukla 
Astha 

XI- COMM 

Rishabh Shrivastav 
Anubhuti 
XI-SCI 

Janvi Tyagi 
Sabhyata 
XI-SCI 

Ayush Tyagi 
Sanskriti 

XI-COMM 

Shagun Nagpal 
Astha 

IX 

Jatin Yadav 
Anubhuti 

X 

Soni Pandey 
Sabhyata 

IX 

Priya Dwivedi 
Sanskriti 

X 

Aujashvi Ahlawat 
Astha 

XI-COMM 

Muskan Nigam 
Anubhuti 

XI-COMM 

Udit Karan Tomar 
Sabhyata 
XI-SCI 

Ajay Sharma 
Sanskriti 

XI-COMM 

Riya Panwar 
Astha 

IX 

Vidushi Hooda 
Anubhuti 

IX 

Sameer 
Sabhyata 

X 

Krishna Gupta 
Sanskriti 

IX 



SENIOR SPORTS HOUSE CAPTAIN 

JUNIOR SPORTS HOUSE CAPTAIN 

SENIOR SPORTS CAPTAIN     JUNIOR SPORTS CAPTAIN 

SENIOR SPORTS VICE CAPTAIN   JUNIOR SPORTS VICE CAPTAIN 

Sarthak Agarwal 
XII-COMM 

Riya Panwar 
IX 

Sumit Mandal 
XI-COMM 

Jatin Yadav 
X 

Akshat Gupta 
Astha 

XI-COMM 

Sumit Mandal 
Anubhuti 

XI-COMM 

Aviral Tyagi 
Sabhyata 
XI-SCI 

Ashi Goel 
Sanskriti 

XI-COMM 

Mansi Dagar 
Astha 

X 

Manya Varshney 
Anubhuti 

IX 

Diksha Sharma 
Sabhyata 

X 

Mansi 
Sanskriti 

X 



CLUB PREFECT 

SCHILLER DISCIPLINE COMMITTEE 

Deepanshu Methi 
IT Club 
XII-SCI 

Krishna Gupta 
SRC Club 

IX 

Manya Varshney 
Dance Club 

IX

Anshika Tyagi 
Art & Craft Club 

IX 

Abhineet Maitrey 
Instrumental Club 

IX 

Garv Rohilla 
Sports Club 

VII

Hardik Teotia 
XII-SCI 

Mayank Bhati 
XII-COMM 

Abhinav 
XI-SCI 

Harshit Sharma 
XI-COMM 

Tarun Bhardwaj 
X 

Tushar Sharma 
X 

Ammar Khan 
IX 

Yash Vardhan 
IX 



CLASS REPRESENTATIVES

Aryan 
I 

Yashita 
II 

Disha Panwar 
III 

Devansh 
IV 

Manan 
V 

Abhishek 
VI 

U. Parthasarthi 
VII 

Akshita Tyagi 
VIII 

Soni Pandey 
IX 

Priya Dwivedi 
X 

Mushkan Singh 
XI-SCI 

Ajay Sharma 
XI-COMM 

Manish Rathi 
XII-SCI 

Rudra Chauhan 
XII-COMM 



PREFECT IT 

Punyashravan 
I 

Tejas Mahour 
II 

Latika Bhati 
III 

Aviral Maitrey 
IV 

Madhav Dusad 
V 

Dev Malik 
VI 

Kunal Sharma 
VII 

Varun Dagar 
VIII 

Sharath S Prasad 
IX 

Nakul Varshney 
X 

Gaurav Pal 
XI-SCI 

Payal Shukla 
XI-COMM 

Deepanshu Methi 
XII-SCI 

Sarthak Agarwal 
XII-COMM 



CHOIR GROUP TRAINER 

Garima Sharma 
VII 

Ananya 
VII 

Payal 
VII 

Khushi 
VII 

Akshita Tyagi 
VIII 

Manya Varshney 
IX 

Soni Pandey 
IX 

Era Sahu 
IX 

Anshika 
IX 

Diya Sharma 
VIII 

Karuna Tyagi 
IX 

IHA 
VII 

Vani Gupta 
VII 
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HALL OF FAME 
 

APPRECIATION AWARD CEREMONY 2019-20 
 

CATEGORY CLASS NAME OF STUDENT 

All-
rounder (KP) 

NUR ANAAYA 
KG  TEJUS JAIN / IBHAN SINGH 

PREP AARADHY 

kid (KP) 

NUR MANVI 
KG  AARAV 

PREP ASAD / ABHI JAIN 

Super talented 
(KP) 

NUR ABBHYUDAY/ RUDRA PRATAP 
KG  MOHD. ADI 

PREP SORYA / ABHI 

Ingenious  (KP) 
NUR - 
KG  SHOURYA 

PREP YAMIR / AARAV PANWAR 

Curious (KP) 
NUR AASHIMA 
KG  ATHARV SHARMA 

PREP ANAY RAWAT / AARUSH / ABDUL 

Well Dressed 
student (KP) 

NUR ABBHYUDAY 
KG  ARNAV SHARMA 

PREP IVANSHIKA / RHYTHM 

Hindi orator (KP) 
NUR - 
KG  AANAYA 

PREP SORYA 

Calm and Quiet 
(KP) 

NUR - 
KG  ARJUN SINGH 

PREP ARNAV SHARMA/  VIDIT 

Brusheezy (KP) 
NUR  
KG  HARSH SINGH/ VIRAJ CHAWLA 

PREP ARIB / NIKUNJ 

North Star (KP) 
NUR MANVI 
KG  - 

PREP - 

Best dancer (KP) 
NUR ANAAYA 
KG  YASHRI / IKANSHI 

PREP AARNA/ABHI / KASHVI / TANYA 

Self regulating 
(KP) 

NUR - 
KG  OJAS SAXENA / TEJESH 

RAGHUVANSHI 
PREP - 

English Orator 
(KP) 

NUR - 
KG  MOHD. ADI 

PREP YAMIR 
 

 



HALL OF FAME 
 

APPRECIATION AWARD CEREMONY 2019-20 
 

CATEGORY CLASS NAME OF STUDENT 

Disciplined (I - 
XII) 

I KANAK/AQSA / ARYAN / SHOBHAN 
II ANANT/AARAV BISHT 
III DIKSHA/LATIKA 
IV AKSHAT SINGH 
V ANUSHKA SINGH 
VI SATAKSHI 
VII KUNAL KAUSHIK 
VIII CHIRAYU SINGH 
IX NIKUNJ 
X SAMARTH SINGH/ISHITA SHUKLA 

XI SCI RAVI KUMAR 
XI COM VANSH GOEL/AJAY SHARMA 
XII SCI HARDIK TEOTIA 

XII COM SARTHAK AGARWAL/MAYANK BHATI 

English orator 
 (I - XII) 

I ANAISHA/ AKSHITA/ AAROHI 
II IQRA HUSSAIN 
III RUDHAV/APEKSHA 
IV DEVANSH OJHA 
V MADHAV DUSAD 
VI KANAK 
VII VANI 
VIII NAYAN AGARWAL 
IX ARSHIYA 
X CHIRAG SINGH 

XI SCI AFEEFA IRTAZA 
XI COM ASHI GOEL/PAYAL SHUKLA 
XII SCI TANISHA SHARMA 

XII COM RISHABH PAL/ALEX MATHEWS 

All rounder   
(I - XII) 

I ARADHYA/PRAANVI/PUNYASHRAVAN 
II AZIM/YASHITA 
III YAMAAN /SHAGUN 
IV ALIYA / AADI 
V MANUSHREE 
VI DEV MALIK 
VII PARTH TYAGI 
VIII AKSHITA TYAGI 
IX KRISHNA GUPTA 
X JATIN YADAV 

XI SCI GAURAV PAL 
XI COM ASHI GOEL/AUJASHVI 

AHLAWAT/KOMAL AGARWAL 
XII SCI SHRISTY GOYAL 

XII COM SARTHAK AGARWAL 



HALL OF FAME 
 

APPRECIATION AWARD CEREMONY 2019-20 
 

CATEGORY CLASS NAME OF STUDENT 

Well groomed  
 (I - XII) 

I REYANSH 
II SAMAR/NAVYA 
III YAMIN/AVNI 
IV KUSHAGREE/TAMANAH 
V SHOURYA RANA 
VI GRACY 
VII LAKHAN YADAV 
VIII PREM CHAUDHARY 
IX ADITI / LAVI CHAUDHARY 
X MANSI DAGAR 

XI SCI JANVI TYAGI 
XI COM MUSKAN NIGAM/VANSH GOEL 
XII SCI AYUSH PATHAK 

XII COM RISHITA GOEL/NILESH NARAYAN 

Accomplisher  
(I - XII) 

I AAROHI 
II MAYRA/DEV SHARMA 
III UTKARSH/VAISHNAVI 
IV NAMAN/AADI 
V LAKSHYA SIROHI 
VI SAKSHAM 
VII INA 
VIII INASHIK CHAUDHARY 
IX VIDUSHI 
X CHIRAG 

XI SCI GAURAV PAL 
XI COM PAYAL SHUKLA/AKSHAT GUPTA 
XII SCI HARSH CHAUDHARY 

XII COM AJAY SHARMA/RISHITA 

Dancing 
Danseuse(I -XII) 

I PRAANVI/VATSAL 
II AVNI SHARMA/AARAV 
III YASH/MANVI 
IV RIYA/SAMEEN 
V MANUSHREE 
VI ARCHIE 
VII GARIMA 
VIII DIVYA SHARMA 
IX MANYA 
X ISHITA SHUKLA 

XI SCI AKSHAY MISHRA 
XI COM SWATHIKA /MUSKAN NIGAM 
XII SCI YOGITA BAISLA 

XII COM ABHAY BHATIA/RUDRA CHAUHAN 
 



HALL OF FAME 
 

APPRECIATION AWARD CEREMONY 2019-20 
 

CATEGORY CLASS NAME OF STUDENT 

Initiator (I - XII) 

I DIVYA GOEL 

II      AAROHI 

III AVNI MALIK 

IV DISHA/SUKHMAN 

V AVIRAL 

VI ABHINAV KAUSHIK 

VII ARCHIE 

VIII SINDHU GUPTA 

IX KAUSHIK 

X PRAKAAMY 

XI SCI NAKUL VASHNEY 

XI COM SUMIT  MANDAL/UDIT SINGH 

XII SCI DEEPANSHU 

   XII COM  RISHITA GOEL/ANSHITA BHARDWAJ 

 
 
 
North Star (I - 
XII) 

I DIYA 

II TEJAS 

III - 

IV NAMAN 

V MANAN CHAUDHARY 

VI ABHISHEK CHAUDHARY 

VII KHUSHI CHAUDHARY 

VIII PALAK PANWAR 

IX SHAGUN NAGPAL 

X TUSHAR SHARMA 

XI SCI DAKSH BANA 

XI COM AJAY SHARMA/ASHI GOEL 

XII SCI APURVA MAHATO 

XII COM ALEX MATHEWS/RISHITA GOEL 

 

 

 



HALL OF FAME 
 

APPRECIATION AWARD CEREMONY 2019-20 
 

CATEGORY CLASS NAME OF STUDENT 

BEST CLASS 
MONITOR (I - 
XII) 

I AQSA/ARYAN 

II YASHITA/NALIN 

III DISH 
/LATIKA 

IV DEVANSH/YOGANSH 

V ANUSHKA SINGH 

VI ABHISHEK 

VII AMAN SRIVASTAVA 

VIII ANUBHAV PAL 

IX SONI PANDAY 

X PRIYA DWIVEDI 

XI SCI GAURAV PAL 

XI COM AJAY SHARMA/ASHI GOEL 

XII SCI MANISH RATHI 

XII COM NILESH NARAYAN  
/RISHITA GOEL 

Computer Whiz 
Kid (I - XII) 

I AKSHITA/ARYAN/ANAISHA/PUNYSHR
AIVAN/ARADHYA 

II AFSHEEN/AVNI MALIK 

III LATIKA/APEKSHA 

IV AVIRAL/AADI JAIN 

V UMANG RAI 

VI DEV MALIK 

VII AKSHATSHARMA 

VIII VARUN DAGAR 

IX K.RAM CHANDRA 

X NAKUL 

XI SCI SAMARTH CHAUHAN 

XI COM ASHWINI NAGAR/AYUSH TYAGI 

XII SCI DEEPANSHU METHI 

   XII COM AJAY SHARMA 
 

 



HALL OF FAME 
 

APPRECIATION AWARD CEREMONY 2019-20 
 

CATEGORY CLASS NAME OF STUDENT 

Best English/Hindi 
Singer  (I - XII) 

I ANAISHA /PRAANVI 

II SWARA/ANNA 

III MANAN/PRINCE 

IV RIYA /MADHUR/EKLAVYA 

V ABHINAY BHATNAGAR 

VI ARCHIE 

VII INA 

VIII DIVYA 

IX UTKARSH 

X UTSAV TYAGI 

XI SCI TUSHAR TOMAR 

XI COM PAYAL SHUKLA/SWATIHKA M.R. 

XII SCI TANISHA SHARMA 

XII COM RISHABH PAL 

Maestro Stroke (I - 
XII) 

I AAROHI 

II TEJAS 

III TANMAY/MANAN 

IV AVIRAL 

V AYAAN KHAN 

VI RISHI 

VII SWARIT YADAV 

VIII ABHIKRIT 

IX ABHINEET 

X MANSI 

XI SCI TUSHAR TOMER 

XI COM SUMIT MANDAL/VANSHIT GOEL 

XII SCI KOMAL AGARWAL 

XII COM RISHITA GOEL 

 

 

 



HALL OF FAME 
 

APPRECIATION AWARD CEREMONY 2019-20 
 

CATEGORY CLASS NAME OF STUDENT 

HOLIDAY HW 
STAR (I - XII) 

I PUNYASHRAVAN SHARMA 

II ABHINAY CHAUHAN/ANANT 

III SRIS/AARAV 

IV NAMAN /VARTIKA 

V DIKSHITA SHARMA 

VI ARCHIE 

VII VANI 

VIII SATYAM SAGWAL 

IX VANSHIKA 

X TUSHAR SHARMA 

XII SCI JUHI VERMA 

XII COM NILESH NARAYAN/ALEX MATHEWS 

Brusheezy (I - XII) 

I PUNYASHRAVA/ARYAN/AKSHITA/AR
ADHYA 

II AVI SHARMA/DIPT 

III DARSHIKA/DIVYANSHI 

IV YOGESH 

V MANAN CHAUDHARY 

VI RIYA 

VII PRAKHYA JAIN 

VIII CHIRAJ THAKUR 

IX ANSHIKA 

X LEENA TOMAR 

XI SCI DANISH ALI KHAN 

XI COM SWATIKHA M.R./PAYAL SHUKLA 

XII SCI SHRISTY GOYAL 

XII COM RISHITA GOEL 

 

 

 

 



HALL OF FAME 
 

APPRECIATION AWARD CEREMONY 2019-20 
 

CATEGORY CLASS NAME OF STUDENT 

Schiller's 
Dramalagam (I - 
XII) 

I PRAANVI KASANA 

II AVNI SHARMA 

III SUKHMAN / SAMAJAS 

IV SAMEEN / RIYA 

V YATI SHARMA 

VI ARYAN 

VII RISHIT 

VIII PRANAY 

IX ANJALLI YADAV 

X CHIRAG SINGH 

XI SCI GARVIT 

XI COM ROHAN JANGID 
/GAGAN GAUTAM 

XII SCI MANIK KABIR 

XII COM VAIBHAV TYAGI 

Most Organized (I 
- XII) 

I AQSA / SHOBHAN 

II YASHITA 

III LATIKA 

IV VARTIKA MATHUR / TAMANNA / 
NAMAN GUPTA 

V MANAN CHAUDHARY 

VI ARCHIE 

VII INA 

VIII YASH SHARMA 

IX SHAGUN 

X SAMARTH SINGH 

XI SCI AJEEJA 

XI COM KOMAL AGARWAL/AJAY SHARMA 

XII SCI MOHD.ALI 

XII COM NILESH NARAYAN 

 

 



HALL OF FAME 
 

APPRECIATION AWARD CEREMONY 2019-20 
 

CATEGORY CLASS NAME OF STUDENT 

Schiller's Einstein 
(I - XII) 

I PURIYASHRAVAN SHARMA 

II YUVRAJ / PARTH 

III SUKHMAN / ANANYA 

IV YOGANSH/ANIKA 

V MADHAV DUSAD 

VI GRACY 

VII KUNAL SHARMA 

VIII VATSALNATH 

IX KRISHNA GUPTA 

X CHIRAG SINGH 

XI SCI UDIT KARAN TOMAR 

XI COM SUMIT MANDAL/SWATHIKA M.R. 

XII SCI TUSHAR GUPTA 

XII COM - 

The Devnagri 
Grapher (I - XII) 

I SHOBHAN / ARADHYA 

II AYUSHMAN / HRIDYANSH 
 

III DARSHIKA / ANWESHA 

IV AAKASH / SANSKAR 

V PRINCE CHAUDHARY 

VI KANAK 

VII GARV ROHILLA 

VIII VANSH THAKUR 

IX ADITI MALIK 

X AKSHIT SINGHAL 

XI SCI AVIRAL TYAGI 

XI COM PAYAL SHUKLA/MUSKAN 
NIGAM/AUJAS AHLAWAT 

XII SCI ASHISH RAGHAV 

XII COM RISHITA GOEL 

 

 



HALL OF FAME 
 

APPRECIATION AWARD CEREMONY 2019-20 
 

CATEGORY CLASS NAME OF STUDENT 

Schiller's Lino 
curve (I - XII) 

I ANAISHA/PUNYASHRAVAN 

II ARADHYA/DIVYA 

III DIVYANSHI/AARAV 

IV DEVANSH/AAKASH 

V RUDRA PRATAP SINGH 

VI KANAK 

VII VANI GUPTA 

VIII AKSHITA 

IX ERA SAHU 

X EPSHITA AHLAWAT 

XI SCI DANISH ALI KHAN 

XI COM GAGAN GAUTAM/MUSKAN NIGAM 

XII SCI MADHU KR. 

   XII COM ANSHITA BHARDWAJ/YUVRAJ TYAGI 

Hindi Orator (I - 
XII) 

I PRANAV/DIVYA 

II AQSA/AAROHI 

III DARSHIKA/LATIKA 

IV AKSHARA/MADHURI 

V RIYANO HOODA 

VI RYAN 

VII GARIMA 

VIII SATYAM 

IX RIYA PANWAR 

X CHIRAG SINGH 

XI SCI RISHABH SRIVASTAV 

XI COM MUSKA NIGAM/  AJAY  

XII SCI YOGITA BAISLA 

XII COM ARYA KUMAR 

 

 

 



HALL OF FAME 
 

APPRECIATION AWARD CEREMONY 2019-20 
 

CATEGORY CLASS NAME OF STUDENT 

Math-O-Magician 
(I - XII) 

I DIYA/SHOBHAN/KANAK/REYANSH/AR
YAN 

II DIPT/IQRA/KANISHKA 

III LATIKA/MANAN/RUDRA 

IV AVIRAL/EKLAVYA/AADI 

V RUDRANSH GUPTA 

VI RIYA SHARMA 

VII KUNAL SHARMA 

VIII ABHIKRIT 

IX SHAGUN 

X JATIN YADAV 

XI SCI UDIT TOMAR 

XI COM ASHI GOEL/AUJASHVI AHLAWAT 

XII SCI TUSHAR GUPTA 

XII COM MANAN TYAGI 

GK Maestro (I - 
XII) 

I HARAKSINGH 

II PARTH BOHRA 

III SUKHMAN/MANOI 

IV VASI/YOGESH 

V MADHAV DUSAD 

VI DEV MALIK 

VII AMAN SRIVASTAVA 

VIII HAZA JAMAL 

IX KRISHNA GUPTA 

X VANSH GUPTA 

XI SCI RISHABH SRIVASTAV 

XI COM ASHWINI NAGAR/VANSH GOEL 

XLL SCI AMARDEEP SINGH 

XII COM OM TYAGI 
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Visit & Workshop 

WORKSHOP - WICHITA STATE UNIVERSITY, USA 
15th April, 2019 

 
In this era of globalization it is imperative to provide students global exposure. Keeping this view in mind 
Schiller Sr. Sec. School, Rajnagar, Ghaziabad organized a workshop on the topic Education in USA for 
students of grade IX TO XII on Monday April 15, 2019 in the School Auditorium. The resource person Ms. 
Fai Tai Associate Director International Student recruitment of WICHITA STATE UNIVERSITY along 
with Mr. Yasir Ansari Director of Simple ED, Mr. Samuel Reed & Ms. Chanchal Kumari Singh conducted 
the workshop. Students were made familiar with different undergraduate courses, graduate courses & career 
options. It enabled the students to understand & experience U.S. culture. The workshop was an impetus to 
the school’s endeavour to expand its exchange base and give the students an ample opportunity to explore 
new parts of the world. The workshop broadened the horizon of the students and also inculcated in them the 
spirit of international mindedness and tolerance. 

 
 
 
 

WORKSHOP FOR STUDY ABROAD 
03rd May, 2019 

 
On Friday, May 03, 2019, Students of grade IX, X, XI & XII of Schiller Sr. Sec. School Rajnagar, 
Ghaziabad attended a workshop on IELTS (International English Language Testing System) conducted by 
Mr Sandeep Vats along with his team. The stimulating workshop enhanced the knowledge & approach of 
the students regarding the IELTS test format and the various opportunities available to them to study abroad. 
The students became familiar with the format and requirements of the four parts of the academic and general 
versions of the test: reading, writing, listening and speaking. The workshop even inculcated positive attitude 
in the students. The students enthusiastically participated and enjoyed the session. It boosted the confidence 
of the students and made them realize that in this era of globalization it is imperative to get global exposure. 

 
 



 
Visit & Workshop 

PHONICS WORKSHOP FOR TEACHERS 
04th to 06th May, 2019 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

SCHOOL TRIP – NEHRU PLANETARIUM 
31 May 2019 

 
Schiller Inst. Sr. Sec. School Rajnagar Ghaziabad, organized a school trip to Nehru Planetarium for the 
students of Grades IX-XI on 31st May, 2019 in order to enlighten the students on concepts related to the 
heavenly bodies in the Universe. On reaching the destination, the students and the teachers were taken on a 
journey of celestial discoveries in the dome shaped Sky theatre. As the lights dimmed and the journey 
through the stars began, the excitement among the students was overwhelming. The skies came alive on 
their massive dome theatre. The show was extremely good and provided a good visual experience as well as 
factual knowledge of astronomy. No doubt, in this modern age with a good exposure to technology, one 
doesn’t really find it difficult to learn topics related to astronomy, but the experience was amazing.  
 

 



 
Visit & Workshop 

NATIONAL SCIENCE CENTRE 
01 June 2019 

 
“SCIENCE IS THE POETRY OF REALITY” - Richard Dawkins. 
 
On 1st June, 2019 the students of grade XII of Schiller Sr. Sec. School 
Rajnagar, Ghaziabad visited National Science Centre, New Delhi as a 
part of the educational tour. The National Science Centre is a science 
museum that is engaged in popularization of science among the 
students. The aim of the visit was to develop the scientific awareness 
and scientific temper among the students. 
On entering the centre, the students started their tour with the gallery, 

‘Water: The Elixir of Life’. Here, the students were told about the 
critical importance of water in our lives, the current rate of depletion of 
the water table and the need to educate citizens in regard to the current 
crisis. The ‘Heritage Gallery’, showcased a rich preserve of our 
precious heritage. It contained exhibits about India’s profound and 
contribution to Astronomy, Mathematics, Chemistry, Medicine, 
Metallurgy, Art, Craft and Architecture. The students had fun in the 
Dinosaur and the mirror section. There were animated models of 
extinct species like dinosaurs in the gallery, “Pre-historic life”. The 
“Information Revolution” gallery displayed the evolution of 
Communication Technology over 6,000 years in India. 
The students thoroughly enjoyed the visit and the plethora of exhibits 
left them spell-bound. The students were really drawn in the magical 
world of science and were greatly inspired. The students had an 
enriching experience and learnt various concepts of Science at National 
Science Centre, New Delhi. 
 
 
  

WORKSHOP ON WOMEN SAFETY 
09th July, 2019 

 
A workshop on Women Safety was organized by Schiller Sr. Sec. school on July 09, 2019 in School 
Auditorium for the girls of classes I to XII to make everyone present aware of the issues related to women 
safety. The Sub Inspector of Kavi Nagar police station along with his team gave a startling presentation on 
increasing offences against girls & females across the country. He presented the startling statistics 
concerning the crimes committed against women. He also spoke on the issues related to women safety. 
According to him inspite of 70 years of Independence and social reforms, the problem of women safety is 
quite vulnerable in India. Molestation, female child abuse, female feticide, low rate of enrolment of girls in 
schools and colleges, poor proportion of working women in private and Government run departments, 
violence against women statistics, etc. tell a sorry state of women in India. He appealed to respect women in 
all spheres of life and also made the students aware of the Government’s initiatives and programmes 
launched to promote women safety. The thought provoking workshop succeeded in evoking huge response 
from the audience. 
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ISFO WORKSHOP ON OLYMPIADS 
12th July, 2019 

 
“I’m not in competition with anybody but myself. My goal is to beat my last performance.” Today Dr Puri 
from Eupheus conducted a workshop for the students for classes III to X in Schiller Sr Sec School to create 
an awareness among the students about the benefits of giving different Olympiad exams. According to her 
the aim of a good Olympiad exam is to provide a unique competitive global platform through and identify 
the young geniuses and create a talent pool for the future. She told the students that olympiads are not just 
only the exams, they do a lot more to bring out the best in a child. Trying for and giving Olympiads 
motivates students to strive for better. Olympiads provide a big platform where even primary students can 
show their talent at International, national or state level. The workshop was conducted successfully. The 
following students were awarded gold medals for securing first position in IEQ (15 students participated) & 
ISQ (205 students participated) for the session 2018-19(class wise): S.NO NAME CLASS SUBJECT 1. 
Manya VIII IEQ 2. Kanishka I ISQ 3. Latika II ISQ 4. Akshat III ISQ 5. Shourya IV ISQ 6. Ryan V ISQ 7. 
Khushi VI ISQ 8. Avneet VII ISQ 9. Abhineet VIII ISQ 10. Epshita IX ISQ 11. Apurva XI ISQ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
WORKSHOP ON JOLLY PHONICS 

16th July, 2019 
 
A workshop on JOLLY PHONICS was given to teachers by 
our Hon'ble Director Ms. Preeti Gupta. It touched upon the 
use of correct phonics, blending and segmentation of letters. 
It emphasised that use of facial expressions and hand 
movements are an important part of Phonic Learning. The 
letter sounds were reinforced to the teachers a number of 
times to make them well versed with the correct 
pronunciation of each letter sound. This workshop enabled 
the teachers to learn the technique of teaching children to 
read and write as early as possible and with ease. It proved to 
be an enriching workshop for the teachers. 
 
 

Workshop By LuMi Learn 
03rd August, 2019 

 
“TELL ME & I FORGET. TEACH ME AND I REMEMBER. 
INVOLVE ME AND I LEARN” 
An informational session on the importance of early English 
Language Literacy Skills in children was conducted by YuMi 
Learn- An Online English Language Enrichment Program for 
Kids between 5 to 15 years old. This session was organised for the 
parents at Schiller Sr. Sec. School, Rajnagar, Ghaziabad on 
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August 3rd, 2019. The session was conducted by Mrs Nidhi Gupta, one of the directors of Schiller school 
and Yumi Learn. The parents participated enthusiastically to learn about the new English teaching 
techniques and tools for their kids. The main focus of the session was to inform the parents about the 
importance of reading, application of grammar concepts in both spoken and written environments, critical 
and independent thinking and creative writing as the necessary life skills which kids need to be able to 
perform to their full potential leading to academic success and better career opportunities. The session was 
followed with an interactive question answer round to help the parents with their queries. The session 
became a complete success when 100% participation in some form or the other was observed. The session 
ended with a positive note that the development of appropriate language skills is the key to keep the children 
ahead in this highly competitive world. 
 
 

MOVIE WATCHING – MISION MANGAL 
22nd August, 2019 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

STEM - Salt Lake University USA 
14th September, 2019 

 
VISITS BY FOREIGN NATIONALS 
‘ENABLING CHILDREN TO BE HARBINGERS OF 
GLOBAL PEACE’ 
In this era of globalization it is imperative to provide our 
students global exposure. Transcending the barriers of 
discrimination and developing reverence for the human family 
will benefit them in becoming messengers of peace and 
nurture global citizenship amongst them. 
A group of delegates from US-Ms Grace Smith Public 
Information Officer, from Santa Monica college, Ms Pooja 
Jhamnani, In-Country Manager from Salt Lake Community 
College, Mr Anoop Manager India Relations from Simpl Ed 
visited Schiller Sr Sec School, Rajnagar, Ghaziabad on 
Saturday, 14th September 2019 and interacted with the 
students. They shared the details about their 
universities/colleges.  
They even briefed the students about ‘STEM Education.’ 
STEM which stands for Science, Technology, Engineering 

and Mathematics is a software which complements and supplements the learning of students from 
Kindergarten to Grade 12. It was followed by a question answer session.  
The session not only increased the students’ awareness but also their approach to look at things with an open 
mind. It was truly an enriching experience for all the students. 
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TRIP TO NAINITAL 
03rd to 7th October, 2019 

 
Educational tours are about imparting learning to provide a good base of actual hands-on experience of 
history that boosts the mind of every student with more innovative ideas by discovering varied aspects 
through travelling. 
A group of 59 students and 6 teachers of Schiller Sr. Sec. School, Rajnagar, Ghaziabad embarked on a Trip 
to Nainital from 3-10-19 to 7-10-19. The stay was at Cygnett Resort. The itinerary included visit to the Naini 
Lake, Naini Temple, Bhimtal, Naukuchiatal, Sattal and Jageshwar temple. Students also enjoyed boating & 
Zorbing ball at Naini Lake and Bhimtal Lake. Nainital and its picturesque surroundings recharged the 
students. 
Day 1  
Students visited Naina Devi Temple. On the edges of the Naini Lake, stands the Naina Devi Temple, a 
famous Hindu pilgrimage site in Nainital. According to the legends, Naina Devi temple came into existence 
when Lord Shiva was carrying the corpse of Sati, and her eyes fell to the ground where the temple currently 
stands. 
Day 2 : Visit to Kainchi Dham 
Students visited Kainchi Dham & Jageshwar temple. Located at a distance of 20 km from Nainital, Kainchi 
Dham is popular among tourists as well as devotees. The term ‘kainchi’ is used for the place because of the 
two sharp hairpin bends on the road. Kainchi Dham is a beautiful ashram on the Nainital-Almora road 
offering a spiritual stopover in the lap of nature. This modern pilgrimage centre was established by Neem 
Karoli Baba, a saint of the early sixties. 
Visit to Jageshwar temple 
Jageshwar is located at an altitude of 1870 meters. Jageshwar is the 8th Jyotirling among the Twelve and has 
great religious value. 
Jageshwar Shiv temple is one of the oldest shiva temple in India. 
Jageshwar is a Hindu pilgrimage town in Almora District, dedicated to Lord Shiva, located 36 km northeast 
of Almora and around 101 Kms away from Nainital in Kumaon Region of Uttarakhand Uttranchal. 
The temple city of Jageshwar comprises a cluster of 124 large and small stone temples, dating 9th to 13th 
century AD. 
Day 3 : Visit to Hanuman Temple 
Hanuman Garhi, a famous Hindu temple of Lord Hanuman, is situated at Naukuchiatal. The temple is 
perched at an altitude of 6,401 feet from the sea level. It was built by Neem Karoli Baba, a famous local 
saint, around 1950. The presiding deity of Hanuman Garhi is Hanuman, a devotee of Lord Rama, who is 
depicted in the image as opening his chest and revealing the images of Lord Ram and Sita Mata in his heart. 
Other than having religious significance, Hanuman Garhi temple is also famous for its strategic location. It 
is situated at such a height and at such a site, from where the sunrises and sunsets are artistically visible. 
It was a fun filled trip away from school and home where students had the opportunity to learn in a totally 
different environment. They learnt to look after themselves and their belongings away from the supervision 
of their parents. They learnt to adjust themselves in the company of their colleagues and friends. They learnt 
to live out off a suitcase, being on the move. The night activities included a bonfire dance, D.J. Music & 
Dance programme. 
The students returned to Ghaziabad, relaxed and rejuvenated.  The scenic beauty of Nainital, the company of 
their friends and excellent arrangements by the school made the trip a very memorable one for the students. 
Parents and Students alike extended their thanks and were grateful to Chairman Sir & Director Ma’am for 
their unwavering support and guidance, which enabled the teachers to plan such wonderful and exciting trip 
for the students. 
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Shanskarshala – Workshop by Dainik Jagran 

15th October, 2019 
 
A workshop was held at Schiller Sr. Sec. School Rajnagar, Ghaziabad on Tuesday, 15th October 2019 under 
Dainik Jagran's Sanskarshala for the students of classes VI to X.  An animation movie was shown to the 
students on how one can strengthen relationships by helping others in trouble. Every person living in society 
is connected to relationships in some way. The movie made the children realize that one need only the 
strength of love and timely help to face any mishap or obstacle in life boldly and confidently. 

 
 

Workshop For The Faculty on Teaching Methodology and Ethics 
12th November, 2019 

 
Ms Sujaata Montrose a renowned educationist and ELT expert conducted a workshop for the teachers on 
topic “Teaching Methodology and Ethics” on Tuesday, 12th November 2019 in Goethe Kalidas Auditorium. 
The fundamental idea of the workshop was to introduce new methods of presentation while aiming to bring 
a novelty in teaching methodology. Ms Sujaata introduced some remarkable methods to help a teacher plan 
his/her lessons effectively. The sole aim was also to enable the faculty to make their classes interesting and 
interactive. The teachers who attended the workshop took an active part in making the presentations in 
accordance with their respective departments. It was quite an educative and an interesting workshop. At the 
end of the presentation the teachers knew about varieties of presentations. It is presumed that henceforth 
they will be able to plan their lesson effectively. 
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Workshop on Career Counselling 
26th November 2019 

 
On Tuesday, 26th November 2019, students of grade XI & XII of 
Schiller Sr. Sec. School, Rajnagar, Ghaziabad attended the workshop 
for career counselling which was a very informative session. This 
informative session was taken up by Ms. Renuka Bhardwaj Asst. 
Professor from IMS Ghaziabad. The students of all the streams were 
guided about various career options available. The students who were 
in a state of conundrum asked questions and got their doubts cleared. 
The main aim of the workshop was to pave way for students regarding 
their careers. The students were duly guided regarding the benefits of 
career counselling and further, different measures of career assessment 
tools and their importance was explained to the students. The session 
was highly informative for the students since they were not only 
introduced to career counselling but the session also led them to 
understand what their talents were. 
The response of the students was overwhelming after the session. They 
felt more confident about their talents. They were now more focused 
and career oriented than before. 
 
 
 

An overview session on Indian Armed Forces 
29th November 2019 

  
A seminar to educate and enhance the knowledge of the students of 
grade IX to XII on Indian Armed Forces was organised at Schiller Sr. 
Sec. School Rajnagar, Ghaziabad on Friday, 29 November 2019. Major 
Raghavendra Hooda  Ex Indian Army Officer, a motivational speaker 
and coach conducted the workshop. The students were educated about 
all three Indian armed forces- Indian Army, Indian Air Force and Indian 
Navy. He informed the students about the salient features of the army. 
He spoke about the challenging life, professionalism, unit ethos, 
secularism and other aspects of the army. Students of the school 
interacted with Major Hooda and asked questions related to different 
branches of the armed forces. The Associate Principal of the school Mr 
Sachin Kumar shared that aim of the workshop was to inculcate spirit of 
patriotism among the students, and to motivate them to come forward to 
make India secure and strong. 
The workshop was an attempt to promote awareness among students 
about different challenging and satisfying career options available for 
them in the defence services. 
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Workshop on Goal Setting 
30th November 2019 

 
“When it is obvious that the goals cannot be reached, don’t adjust the goals, adjust the action steps.”  
 
To achieve success one has to put efforts, however the efforts in vague directions deviate from the success. 
Goals provide us a direction in our lives and set a target for us to achieve. 
To sensitize the students towards it and make them put right efforts in right direction Schiller Sr Sec School 
Rajnagar, Ghaziabad organized a workshop on Saturday, 30 November 2019 on Goal Setting under the 
flagship of Hubs of Learning by CBSE. The workshop was conducted by Professor Dhiraj Chauhan a 
renowned & demanding life coach, NLF practitioner & motivational speaker of India. Different schools of 
NCR like DDPS Sanjay Nagar, Gurukul & Parivartan participated in the workshop. 
The interactive session specially focussed upon Goal Setting, Seeing Beyond the Horizon, Failure is a 
Stepping Stone, Winning Edge, Image Building and Positive thoughts, Time and Stress Management, 
Dealing with Expectations of Elders, Ethics and Values in life, Mind Mapping, How to remain Motivated, 
Hobbies and Personality Development. 
The workshop was very informative and interactive and even quite fun. It was an enriching experience for 
one and all.  The session ended on a high note of personal empowerment. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Workshop on Stress Management 
16th December 2019 

 
You can’t always control what goes on outside, but you can 
always control what troubles you within. 
In today’s competitive world where everything operates on a 
global basis it is hard to cope with the pressure both on the 
professional and social front.  In order to enable the students 
to handle stress more effectively Schiller Sr. Sec. School 
Rajnagar, Ghaziabad organized a workshop on Stress 
Management on 16th December 2019 for the students. 
Mr. Vikesh Bhartiya renowned motivational speaker and Red 
Cross Activist was the resource person. He not only helped 
the students to understand the concept of stress but also 
discussed about various psychological, emotional, 
environmental and physical effects emerging out of them.  
Addressing the students he said that to be a champion, you 
have to learn to handle stress and pressure. But if you are prepared mentally and physically, you don't have 
to worry.  
The session came to an end with a vote of thanks proposed by Associate Principal Mr Sachin Kumar who 
well explained the fact that a positive attitude of parents towards their children can be a basic mantra to 
success. The workshop was quite informative, educative and interactive. 
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Workshop on Cyber Security 

18th December 2019 
 
 “Innovation is the ability to see change as an opportunity – not a threat” 

Nowadays, information and communication 
technologies are ubiquitous. This is due to the 
expeditious growth of technology. However, 
the above statement still remains an illusion 
for the field which is rapidly progressing. 
Although technical development has offered 
various opportunities and improved daily 
lives, it has also produced new and serious 
threats, known as Cyber Crime. 
Even though there is excessive use of 
technology, the prevailing knowledge 
regarding the crimes occurring in Cyberspace 
is inadequate. In order to understand the 

various concerns and challenges related to Cyber Crime and how to protect oneself from becoming a victim, 
a workshop was conducted by Amar Ujala at Schiller Sr Sec School Rajnagar, Ghaziabad on 18 December 
2019 for the students of grade IX to XI. A team from the Indian Cyber Army conducted the session named 
‘Cyber Safety Campaign’. 
Mr. Arjun Nirala (Amar Ujala Foundation Head) commenced the session with an introduction and 
subsequently explained the impact of technology on adults and children. He shared his experiences and 
briefed the participants about the trend of crimes he had observed and analyzed during the cases he had 
investigated. Mr. Kishlay Chaudhary (CEO Indian Cyber Army & a Cyber Crime Analyst) explained 
various terms such as Data Tampering, Spoofing, Phishing, Hacking, UPI, and VOIP.  He discussed the 
heinous crimes through presentation and case studies, related to Cyberspace. 
Mr. Paras Gupta (Cyber expert) discussed various issues such as Identity Theft, Cyber Terrorism, Stalking, 
Cyber Bullying, Online Banking Frauds, and Pornography. He advised us to use Two-Step Security, keep 
correct settings on the web as well as applications and safe usage of Debit and Credit Cards. He not only 
guided us on how to be secure while being online but also talked about the penalty and punishment one has 
to bear for committing Cyber Crimes under the Indian Cyber Law. 
It is a well-known fact that prevention is always better than cure. The session created awareness (and alarm) 
for the students and teachers for the need to exercise caution while using technology. Overall, it was an 
interesting and informative session. 
 
 

Career Counselling Workshop 
18th January 2020 

 
“No career counselor or internship will be able to help you with your career if you don't have an aim, 
purpose, and passion for what you want to do in life.” 
Schiller Sr Sec School, Rajnagar Ghaziabad organised a Career Counselling Session for the students of 
Class IX to XII on Saturday, 18th January 2020 in the school premises. Career decisions play pivotal roles in 
shaping the future growth and development of the students. In today’s environment of multiple options, 
knowing about choices available helps children in their decision making process. In this scenario, seeking 
the help of an experienced and qualified career counselor becomes necessary who can assist in discovering 
their potential and aptitude and accordingly suggest the right course. Crafted for students, this session aimed 
to sensitize the students and parents of class IX to XII as well. 
The session commenced with the school Associate Principal, Mr Sachin Kumar reiterating the importance of 
knowing one’s potential and area of interest before making a decision. 
Mr Pankaj Butola, Ms Madhu Tyagi and Mr Joseph Alexander of the school were the resource persons. 
They shared information regarding leading universities and various courses available. They urged the 
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students not to make decisions based on family expectations and peer pressure. They also advised them to 
plan multiple activities during their vacations to hone their skills. The participants were shown a short video 
that focused on providing a multifarious perspective of the various career fields. 
The session aimed at making the audience aware of the multiple career options available. The session was 
informative and enriching not only for the students but for the parents too. The session motivated students to 
identify their potentials and encouraged them to start working hard towards their career goals. 

 
Pariksha Pe Charcha 2020 

20th January 2020 
  
Inspire children to do things that bring out inner potential PM Modi tells parents 
 
Today students of grade X to XII of Schiller Sr Sec School, Rajnagar, Ghaziabad watched Live Telecast of 
honourable Prime minister Shri Narendra Modi Ji From Talkatora Stadium, New Delhi in school auditorium 
where he interacted with more than 2000 students of different schools from all over the country. 
The prime minister urged students to have a ‘technology-free hour’ and parents to let children pursue extra-
curricular activities that they like.  
PM Modi Ji told parents that the way ahead lies in pursuing, not pressurising children. They must inspire 
children to do things that bring out their inner potential. 
He urged students to be confident about their own preparation (during board examinations). They should not 
enter the exam hall with any sort of pressure and not to worry about what the others are doing. They must 
have faith in themselves and focus on what they have prepared. 
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Water is the precious thing on the earth. Without water, there is no life. All living species are only alive because 
of water. But as we all know that the water is the only thing that is being misused, polluted etc. Most of us use 

and the organs in water. We have to pay attention in using detergents. We are all careless in using water. Most 
of us act like water is made for wasting.

Name: Anushka Singh
Class: V

English Jokes

1- Teacher
Student- Because i means E - End of

T - Thinking
C - Capacity 

2- Chintu
Mintu
Chintu: Just cancel it

3 - Rahul: You cheated me.......!

4

Shopkeeper: No, I sold a good radio to you! 
Rahul: Radio ladle shows .

Father: Why is your mother sitting so silently? 
Son: Nothing dad, She asked for lipstick, I heard Fevistick.
Father: Great job my son!

Name: Manushree
Class: V

RIDDLES

1) The gate in which no one can enter: - COLGATE
2) - Scarcity
3) The city which is unmarried: - Kanyakumari
4) The rope in which many people live: - Europe
5) The biggest ant in world: - elephant
6) - Traffic jam
7) A pink lady with white shoulders: - Tongue
8) The angel which is circle: - Bangle
9) The most talkative sister: - Transistor

Name: Divyanshi Tayal
Class: III



English Riddles

Q1- Which letter of the English Alphabets is an Insect?
Ans- B (bee)

Q2- Which letter of the English Alphabets is a drink?
Ans- T (tea)

Q3-
Ans-

Q4- Which letter of the English Alphabets is a vegetable?
Ans- P (pea)

Q5- st letter?
Ans- Because it is in the middle of FUN.

Q6-
Ans-

Q7- What goes up and never comes down?
Ans- Our age

Q8- Why does the teachers wear sunglasses?
Ans- Because her students were bright.

Name: Prince Chaudhary
Class: V

RIDDLES
1. What is made of water but if you put it into water it will die?
Ans. Ice cubes

2. Who have hands but cannot clap?
Ans. A duck

3. What has a head and a tail, but no body?
Ans. A coin

4. What kind of tree can you carry in your hand?
Ans. A palm

4. What gets wetter and wetter the more it dries?
Ans. A towel

6. What has an eye but cannot see?
Ans. A needle

7. What can travel around the world while staying in a corner?
Ans. A stamp

Name: Lakshya
Class: V



RIDDLES

1- The more you take away, the larger it becomes. What is it?
Ans- A hole

2- We see it once in a year, twice in a week and never in a day. What is it?
Ans-

3- Poor people have it, rich people need it. If you eat it ,you die. What is it?
Ans- Nothing

4-
Ans- Voice.

5- It is always coming but never arrives. What is it?
Ans- Tomorrow

6- It comes down but never goes up. What is it?
Ans- Water

7- This type of dress can never be worn. What is it?
Ans- An address.

8- This bat can never be won. What is it?
Ans- The alphabet

9- It has a neck but no head and it wears a cap. What is it?
Ans- A bottle

10- It is easy to get into but hard to get out of it. What is it?
Ans- Trouble

Name: Umang Rai
Class: V

Riddles

Q.1-
Ans Piano

Q.2- I am full of holes; I can hold water. What am I?
Ans Sponge

Q.3- What can you catch but never throw?
Ans A cold

Q.4- What has to be broken before you can use it?
Ans An Egg

Q.5- What is the easiest way to double your money?
Ans Put it in front of the mirror.



Q.6  Where do you find an ocean with no water? 
Ans  On a map. 

Q.7  What word becomes shooter when you add two letters to it?  
Ans  Short. 

Q.8  What stays where it is when it going off? 
Ans  An alarm clock. 

Name: Manushree 
Class: V 

       

Teacher & Angel 

When I left the lap of my mother. I stepped into a new world & walked further. The new world was my school 
and my heart was so soft as wool. Then in the corner, a person stood. She was my teacher, in this new world of 
childhood. I held her finger and walked with her. She taught me when I fall. 
I must again st
in every place. 

Name: Divyanshi Tayal 
Class: III 

Importance of Co-Curricular Activities at School 

Every activity in school life plays a significant role in development of students. Co-curricular activities are an 
essential part of school life and helps in enhancing learning process of students at school. Co-curricular 
activities are compulsory activities which is important for every student to participate. Co-curricular are 
designed and balanced with academic curriculum so that every student gets to learn beyond subjects. 
Co- curricular activities are meant to bring social skills, progress and character appeal In students. It includes 
athletics, cultural events, library activities, science lab activities and classroom activities, creative arts and 
meditation etc. 

Name: Rudransh Gupta 
Class: V 

 
 
 



f I Have Wing

Wings are really an amazing part for the birds. I feel that birds are very lucky to have wings, because they can  
fly high where ever they want. We have also heard about the angels in fairy tales. The angels are also depicted 
with beautiful wings. Angels are also luckiest to have wings.

st person on this earth. I will fly from place to place and 
explore

Sky is the only limit for me, if I have wings. I will aim to reach for the sky and fly higher and higher 
competiting with all birds. I can transport from one place to another with free of cost: - no petrol and no

y want to have wings.  

Name: Kanak Agarwal
Class: VI

Pollution

Anything added into the environment that results in producing harmful or poisonous effect on living things is 
as land, water, air or other parts of 

environment unsafe or unstable to use. Pollution can be of many types- soil, air, water, thermal, noise and light. 
The toxins released are inhaled by each of us while we breathe.
Pollution and its Causes:- Inhaling poisonous air is as hazardous as smoking. It is not only the humans who are 
affected from this polluted environment but also the animals. Air is filled with highly toxic gases. These 
dangerous gases in environment are released by the power industries that dispose wastes in the water. Farmers 
using pesticides, high usage of artificial lights and loud sounds etc. Each of these leads to generation of the life 
threatening causes pollution.
Conclusion- Every individual own certain responsibility of maintaining few points such as not throwing garbage 
all around, growing trees, using public transport instead of their own, etc. We must reduce excessive 
consumption and avoid careless, deliberate disposal of post- consumption waste.
Pollution cannot be reduced or controlled if a sense of responsibility towards our Mother Earth is not felt by all 
concerned.

Name: Kunal Kaushik
Class: VII

Mother  & Daughter

broken, a depth of love sometimes unspoken.   A lifelong friendship built on sharing, hugs and kisses, warmth 
and caring. Mother and daughter, their heart as one-

Name: Diya Sharma
Class: VIII



Sanchi Stupa

Learning the Hill Top of Sanchi, nearly 91 metres in height, the group of Buddhist establishments commands a 
grand view even from a distance. It is unique not only in its having the most perfect and well-preserved Stupas 
but also in its offering a wide and educative field for the study of the genesis, efflorescence and decay of 
Buddhist art and architecturefor a period of about 13 hundred years, from the third BC to twelth century AD, 
almost covering the whole range of Indian Buddhism. This is the rather surprising, for Sanchi was not hallowed 
by any incident in Buddha life; not is it known to have been the focus of any significant event in the history of 
Buddhist Monarchism. Hiven Tsang, who so meticulously recorded the details connected with Buddhist 
monuments, is silent about it. The only possible reference to it is contained in the chronicles of Sri Lanka, 
according to which Mahendra, son of Asoka and his queen Devi, Daughter of merchant of Vidisa, whom Asoka 
had married during his halt there on his way to ujjayani as a viceroy, is said to have visited his mother Vidisa, 
and the letter took him up to the beautiful monastery of Vidisa built by herself. Mahendra had stayed there for a 
month before be set out for Sri Lanka  

Name: Kaushik Kumar
Class: VIII

Science Facts

1. The Eiffel Tower can be 15cm taller during the summer.
2.
3. Some metals are so reactive that they explode on contact with water.
4. A teaspoonful of neutron star would weigh 6 billion tons.
5. Hawaii moves 7.5 cm closer to Alaska every year.
6. Chalk is made from trillions of microscopic plankton fossils.
7. In 2.3 billon years it will be too hot for life to exist on Earth.
8. Polar bears are nearly undetectable by infrared cameras.
9. It takes 8 minutes, 19 seconds for light to travel from the Sun to the Earth.
10. If you took out all the empty space in our atoms, the human race could fit in the volume of a sugar cube.
11. Stomach acid is strong enough to dissolve stainless steel.
12. The earth is a giant magnet.
13. Venus is the only planet to spin clockwise.
14. A flea can accelerate faster than the space shuttle.
15. A cloud can weigh over a million ponds.

Name: Diya Sharma
Class: VIII

Quotes!!

1.
2. S

3. Maturity is when you know the other person is lying but you just smile and let it go...
4. Instead of trying to be the best on the team, be the best for the team.
5.
6.
7.
8. Either you run the day or the day runs you..



9. G
Believe yourself..

10.
11. If you stand for a reason, be prepared to stand alone like a tree and if you fall on the ground, fall like a

Name: Diya Sharma
Class: VIII

Physics is Awesome

I am writing this as my personal opinion, since childhood I have been really attracted and fascinated towards the 
beauty of science especially Physics. I have encountered various people who take Physics as burden and a tough 
subject but according to me it is the most fascinating subject that I have encountered. I would like that everyone 
should not treat this a subject but as a truth of the universe. Ranging from Theory of Relativity to me writing 
this letter from the ability of a plane to fly to the ability of a human to walk from nuclear energy to mechanical 

to go to space to theories of Black & Worm how everything is covered in this world of 
Physics. This inspiration from Physics gave us the ability to make wonders like Solar Car, try not to learn 
Physics, try to love Physics and I bet you will enjoy it. Scor

admire Sir Nikola Tesla whom I treat as my guide. He is my inspiration. I would like you to just go through his 
biography not only of him but of different scientists, you will start imagining and the moment you do it you will 
become a physician.

Name: Krishna Gupta
Class: IX
President (SRC)

Missile Man Of India

DR. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam full name was Abul Pakir Jainulabuddin Abdul Kalam. He was born in Rameswaram,
Tamilnadu in a poor Tamil muslim family on 15 October 1931. His father name was Jainulabuddin. He was a
kind hearted person and his mother's name was Ashiamma. He was the space scientist and also the 11th 
President i S J C

engineering from Madras Institute of technology. After completed the graduation he had joined the 
Aeronautical development for the establishment of Defence Research and Development Organisation 
(DRDO) and as chief scientist. then he shifted to Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO). He was also in 
habit of writing of fire, in 1999, my journey and many more. He is also awarded with many awards like 
Padma Busan in 1981. Padma Vibhushan in 1990 for his contributions of Indian Space Research
Origination and Defence Research and Development Organisation. And numerous projects were held by him 
like Rohini-I Projects devil and project Valiant
M

Aditi Malik 
Class: IX 



Music

Music is important in our life?
Music is an art form and cultural activity whose medium is sound organised in time. General definition of music 
includes common elements as such as pith as (which governs melody and harmony), rhythm (and its associated 
concepts tempo, matter and articulation) dynamics (loudness and softness) and the sonic qualities of timbre and 
tenure
emphasize. Music is performed with a vast range of instruments and vocal techniques ranging from singing to 
rapping; there are sourly instrumental pieces, solely vocal pieces (such as songs without instrumental 
accompaniment) and pieces that combine singing and instruments. Music is found in every knows culture, past 
and present, varying widely between times and places. Since all people of the world, intending the most isolated 
tribal go ups, have a form of music, it may be conducted that music is likely to have been present in the 
wacestral population prior to the dispersal of women around the world. Consequently, the first music may have 
been invented in office and then involved to become a fundamental constituent of human life. The MUSIC 
stanels for: M=Melody, U=Universal, S=Senseless, I=Inevitable, C=Cervical. With the help of music, we can 

-
(a) Music therapy can help to woke memories, reduce agitation, assist communication and improve physical 
coordination.
(b) Research shows the benefits of music therapy for various mental health conditions, invading depression, 
trauma and schizophrenia (to name a few). Music acts as a medium for processing emotions, trauma and griet 
but music can also be utilized as a regulating or calming agent for anxiety as for regulation.

And also there are some benefits also: -
(a) Improves mind
(b) Reduces stress
(c) Lessens anxiety
(d) Improves exercise
(e) Improves memory
(f) Erase pain
(g) Provides comfort
(h) Improves agnation
(i) Helps children with autism spectrum disorder
(j) Soothes premature babies

Name: Sharath S. Prasad
Class: IX

Women Empowerment

Women Empowerment implies the ability in women to take decisions with regard to their life and work and 
giving equal rights to them in all spheres like: personal, social, economic, political, legal and soon.
Women Empowerment is the much talked about issue today. Women are increasingly getting empowered to 
decide the course of their life an professions and realize their fullest potential.
So, this is my request to all of you that please respect girls and women.

Name: Vanshika Tyagi
CLASS IX
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Manisha Chitkara
Class VI (Class Teacher)
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